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particularly entertaining a read for one familiar with the Emirates in that
era, it will also appeal to the general reader as an enjoyable set of insights
into a country and a period hitherto slimly covered by English-speaking
writers. It is easy to share Peter's delight at the eventual news of his
posting to Syria - as it turned out, another rich seam of material for his
fertile pen.
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In this book, art historian and university professor Peter Christensen
researches the Ottoman Empire's irrevocable symbol of modernization,
the Ottoman railway network developed from 1868 to 1919, which was
predominantly constructed by German companies, materials and finances
during a time when the German Empire was on the rise and the Ottoman
Empire was about to decline. This German-Ottoman relationship is pre
sented by Christensen through an art historian's perspective of objects
(train stations, bridges, tunnels, monuments, archaeological artefacts,
urban byways, maps, paintings and photographs) which contributed to
knowledge on both the German and Ottoman sides and thus created a
relationship in which the construction of infrastructure and knowledge
are mutually determining themselves.
The railway network that the author examines in four subsections, which
include the railways of European Turkey (1871-1891), the Anatoliru;
Railways (1873-1899), the Baghdad Railway (1899-1918) and tht
Hejaz Railway with its Palestinian tributaries (1900-1908), was createc
by local labour in ways that deepened German influence but also reflectec
the Ottoman Empire's ambition of imperial and modernizing aims withi:J
its area of sovereignty.
The book provides a history of the Ottoman railroad network, its con
struction processes, those involved, the architectural legacies and th
impacts on the Ottoman Empire, its· people and the environment; 7
colour and 66 black-and-white illustrations provide a visual backdrc
to the book's research. Christensen manages to offer a new way (

